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Abstract 

 The concept of reciprocity in ceramic art besides the method and technique of the clay 

material and the conversion of its sculpture properties, as ideas for designs that are employed 

in the production of ceramic sculptures through building ceramic piece of art owing 

interactive elements that makes its 3D structure compatible and formally balanced, revealing 

new features that opens advanced horizons to develop the artistic vision of the contemporary 

ceramics. This could be achieved through its use by the method of fitting the elements of the 

art form to create new artistic variable capable to be used as ceramic sculptures in a way 

showing the intellectual, technical, formulation and constructivism aspects of the ceramic art 

and to be an initiative for its concepts and contents understanding. Due to the scarcity of 

studies in this field, the scientific research problem assured that the beneficiary from the 

reciprocity between the ceramic form elements in implementation of ceramic sculpture is low 

, which has made our research aims to reach the most important structural foundations for 

interactive shape elements to produce a contemporary ceramic sculptures, That is why this 

research came in four chapters, chapter I of which illustrate the problem, the research 

importance, the need for its results and how to achieve the research goal and then the terms 

that are directly related to the title and purpose of the research. Chapter II dealt with the 

theoretical framework, it came in two parts to prove in the first part of it "reciprocity between 

arts" in the second part dealing with "The evolution and characteristics of porcelain". Chapter 

III, monitored related research and information to our results through several samples that 

were our research borders that relied on the descriptive, analytical curriculum. Finally the 

conclusion came assuring the research goal, chapter IV included the research results besides 

several recommendations and suggestions followed by the Arabic and foreign references list. 
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